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Abstract
We address the problem of determining functional framing from exper-
imental data points in view of robust time-varying predictions, which is of
crucial importance in bioprocess monitoring. We propose a method that
provides guaranteed functional bounds, instead of sets of parameters val-
ues for growth functions such as the classical Monod or Haldane functions
commonly used in bioprocess modeling. We illustrate the applicability of
the method with bioreactor simulations in batch and continuous mode,
as well as on real data. We also present two extensions of the method
adding flexibility in its application, and discuss its efficiency in providing
guaranteed state estimations.
1 Introduction and motivations
Interval analysis has recently gained a lot of popularity for the robust estima-
tion of state variables in dynamical models. Bioprocesses are typically subject
to various kind of variations or disturbances which are not always easy to model
[3, 9]. The idea to determine or compute bounds for uncertain systems is not
new [40, 25, 52], but a recent renewed focus has been brought to estimate with
intervals state variables or parameters from real-time observations, despite un-
certainties on the dynamics [17, 18, 43, 22, 49]. In situations for which the
usual random representations (based on probability measures, Gaussian pro-
cesses, white noise...) are not appropriate or cannot be justified for modeling
the perturbations, interval observers give a simple and attractive alternative
[13]. Instead of (non-robust) single-valued observers or stochastic filters which
both provide single estimates expected to represent average values (provided
that hypotheses on the randomness are satisfied), interval observers give a set
of plausible trajectories and/or parameters [13, 30, 35, 8, 55]. Typically, for a
given deterministic model
dX
dt
= F (t,X), X ∈ Rn, (1)
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where some terms of the map F are badly known or subject to fluctuations, and
an observation vector
Y (t) = G(t,X(t)) ∈ Rp (2)
that is assumed to be available at any time t, the interval approach consists in
designing two estimators, a “lower” and a “upper” ones, of the form
dX−
dt
= F−(t,X−, Y (t)),
dX+
dt
= F+(t,X+, Y (t)), (3)
when the dynamics F is monotone [54, 24], or in a coupled form
dX−
dt
= F−(t,X−, X+, Y (t)),
dX+
dt
= F+(t,X−, X+, Y (t)) (4)
when F is non monotone (applying Muller’s Theorem, see [40, 56, 30]). In this
formulation, X−, X+ are vectors in Rn which provide a guaranteed framing of
the solutions X(·) of (1) in the following sense{
X−i (0) ≤ Xi(0) ≤ X+i (0), (i = 1 · · ·n)
}
=⇒ {X−i (t) ≤ Xi(t) ≤ X+i (t), (i = 1 · · ·n)} , t > 0 (5)
This approach is well suited to “slow” processes or dynamics with long tran-
sients, such as bioprocesses, because it guarantees bounds during the transients.
It has been successfully applied to several models of bioprocesses [13, 5, 15, 45,
33, 44, 29, 10, 26, 6]. A possible drawback of this approach is that it could
provide quite conservative bounds that could be then uninformative for prac-
titioners. However, in recent years, much progress has been made to improve
the width of the guaranteed intervals, playing with different structures of the
systems [42, 28, 14, 58] (there exist also several results for the class of linear
dynamics), changes of coordinates [47, 8], considerations of bundles of observers
[4, 34] or with the help of purely numerical methods [21, 22, 43, 44, 30] based
on interval analysis [37, 18].
In mass balance models for bioprocesses [3, 7], the most critical uncertainty
is primarily found on the specific growth functions of the micro-organisms, often
denoted by µ(·). Consider for instance the classical chemostat model [16]
dX
dt
= F (t,X) :=
[
µ(t,X)X1 −D(t)X1
− 1rµ(t,X)X1 +D(t)(Xin2 −X2)
]
(6)
where X1, X2 denote the concentrations of biomass and substrate, respectively.
The dilution rate D(·), the input substrate concentration Xin2 and the yield
factor r, are supposed to be known. Several contributions among the ones cited
previously have considered that the effective growth functions µ(·) depends on
time and on the substrate concentration s = X2 in an unknown manner, but
are bounded by two “extreme” functions µ−(·), µ+(·) so that the inequalities
µ−(s) ≤ µ(t, s) ≤ µ+(s), s ≥ 0 (7)
are fulfilled at time t, whatever could be the values of the variable s. Robust
state estimations can then be derived from the knowledge of µ−(·) and µ+(·)
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(instead of µ(·)), designing the maps F−, F+ in (3)-(4), as illustrated in [46,
1, 45]. However, one may wonder how to obtain these functional bounds from
experimental data. Let us underline that it is particularly relevant to make a
good choice of the functions µ−, µ+ as it impacts on the width of the frame (5).
Take as an example the class of Monod growth functions
µ(s) =
µmaxs
Ks + s
(8)
for which uncertainty is typically on the parameters µmax and Ks. In the
context of state or parameter estimation, several studies have focused on de-
veloping techniques to improve the computational efficiency when fitting mod-
els to measurement data, assuming arbitrary but bounded error distribution
[57, 38, 19, 32, 41, 27]. Central of these approaches is overcoming convergence
to local optima and inferring joint confidence intervals or regions [57, 12, 41].
It consists then in obtaining either parameter intervals [µ−max, µ
+
max], [K
−
s ,K
+
s ]
in R+ or a region of R+ × R+.
Differently from these techniques of guaranteed parameters estimations, the
approach we propose here revolves around a functional framing. In fact, it is
no longer a matter of looking for a set of parameters, but rather ensuring that
there would exist functions µ(·) (depending on time in an unknown way) that
guarantee that experimental data can be generated by a functional frame. This
amounts to look for functional intervals [µ−(·), µ+(·)] within a given class of
functions. Although we shall consider classes of functions described by parame-
ters, such as µmax and Ks for the Monod functions, we shall simply look for two
functions µ−(·), µ+(·) belonging to this class. Each of them will be character-
ized by a parameters pair (µ−max,K
−
s ), (µ
+
max,K
+
s ), but this does not mean that
we shall consider that the unknown µ(·) is a Monod function with unkwnown
parameters (µmax,Ks) belonging to a particular subset. We rather state that
the unknown growth function is any function µ(·) verifying the condition (7).
In particular µ(·) is not necessarily a Monod function. Moreover, let us un-
derline that one does not have to impose µ+max > µ
−
max, K
+
s < K
−
s to obtain
inequalities (7) for a given interval of plausible values of s (see also Remark
1 below). To our knowledge, the question of determining functional intervals
from experimental data in this way has not been yet addressed in the literature.
Functional bounds rather than a parameter set appears to be well suited to the
method of interval estimators in the context of bioprocesses.
The purpose of the present work is to propose a generic method to fit two
models (an “upper” and a “lower” one) that wrap data within lower and up-
per functions µ−(·) and µ+(·) instead of a single average µ(·). To avoid too
conservative bounds, we also introduce some flexibility in the application of the
method for choosing the framing quality, either considering different upper and
lower classes of growth functions, or forcing to have tightened bounds across
the data sets, or both. We illustrate our framing method on synthetic data gen-
erated by random Monod [36] or Haldane [2] growth functions, this latter one
including the effect of substrate inhibition. Then, we compute time-varying pre-
dictions through numerical simulations of batch and continuous operating mode,
providing bounded state estimations. As recalled previously, we mainly target
situations for which the usual statistical hypotheses (reproducibility, uniform
distribution of samples, unbiased noise...) are not necessarily met to justify the
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usual identification methods (least-squares, coefficient of determination, confi-
dence intervals, maximum likelihood... see for instance [11, 53]). The approach
we propose is purely geometrical and does not rely on any statistical property,
even though there are some similitude with least-square methods in the choice
of the fitting criterion.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the method in
a general framework and its theoretical justification (Propositions 1 and 2). In
Section 3, we provide two extensions of the method. Then, Section 4 is dedicated
to the application of the method to the framing of growth curves and its use for
robust state predictions. Finally, we illustrate and discuss the approach using
numerical data and simulations for two types of growth processes (batch and
continuous modes) in Section 5 with an application on real data in Section 6.
We end by a conclusion and some perspectives.
2 Presentation of the method
We describe here the method in a general setting of an unknown scalar function
f : x 7→ y = f(x), to be bounded by two functions f−, f+, given a set of n
experimental measurements
S := {(xi, yi)}i∈{1,··· ,n}.
We consider a class C of functions (also denoted by f for convenience) pa-
rameterized by a vector of parameters p ∈ P , where P is a subset of Rm:
C :=
⋃
p∈P
{f(·, p) : R 7→ R} (9)
and require the following regularity conditions.
Assumption 1. The set P is a compact subset of Rm. The map f is continuous
with respect to (x, p) in R× P .
Most of the time, the set P of parameters is simply a cartesian product of
intervals.
A frame of S by functions in C is determined by a pair (p−, p+) ∈ P 2 that
satisfies the constraints
f(xi, p
−) ≤ yi ≤ f(xi, p+) , i = 1 · · ·n. (10)
Remark 1. In bounded error estimation problems (see for instance [57, 38]),
one usually looks for a subset Pˆ ⊂ P of parameters such that one has
|f(xi, p)− yi| ≤ e, i = 1 · · ·n, p ∈ Pˆ ,
where e > 0 is some tolerance. Then, for a sufficiently large e, the set
{(x, f(x, p)) ; p ∈ Pˆ , x ∈ R}
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may contain all the data points (xi, yi). Notice that the subset Pˆ has no reason
to be a product of intervals. Take for instance the Monod functions (8) and
assume that data points are contained exactly between the graphs of µ−(s) = s1+s
and µ+(s) = 2s2+s . Then, the set of parameters (µmax,Ks) such that one has
µ−(s) ≤ µ(s) ≤ µ+(s) for any s > 0 is not of the form [µ−max, µ+max]× [K−s ,K+s ]
but is a line segment: {(µmax,Ks) ; µmax ∈ [1, 2],Ks = µmax}. However, the
determination of Pˆ can be quite difficult when the monotony of f with respect
to a parameter changes with x: consider for instance the class of Hill or Moser
functions as an extension of the Monod functions [39]:
µ(s) =
µmaxs
α
Ks + sα
, µmax > 0, α ≥ 1,
and data exactly framed by µ−(s) = s
2
1+s2 and µ
+(s) = 2s1+s . Here, we do not
look for a subset Pˆ , but only to two functions f−, f+ in the set C such that the
frame (10) is fulfilled.
Our objective is to propose a fast and reliable method to obtain tight frames,
taking into consideration that n could be large. Typically, one may face data
from experiments conducted in different conditions, each of them with triplicates
or more. This could easily lead to hundreds of measurements, as it is the case
with microwell plate batch cultures which are quite popular in microbiology.
However, we do not impose any restriction of considering small n. One may
look for the tightest frames, considering a measure of the frames as
D(p−, p+) :=
n∑
i=1
(
f(xi, p
+)− f(xi, p−)
)2
(11)
and the optimization problem
min{D(p−, p+) ; (p−, p+) ∈ P 2 satisfying (10)}. (12)
This is a non-linear optimization problem with 2n non-linear constraints. Such
problems are classically addressed considering 2n Karush-Kuhn-Tucker multi-
pliers λ−i ≥ 0, λ+i ≥ 0 (i = 1 · · ·n) and the objective function
D(p−, p+) +
n∑
i=1
λ−i (f(xi, p
−)− yi) +
n∑
i=1
λ+i (yi − f(xi, p+))
(see for instance [51]). When n is large, the determination of 2n multipliers
could be computationally heavy. This why we propose here another approach.
For each p ∈ P , we define the non-negative functions
L(p) =
n∑
i=1
min(yi − f(xi, p), 0)2, U(p) =
n∑
i=1
max(yi − f(xi, p), 0)2 . (13)
Note that L(p) = 0 amounts to say that the graph of the function f(·, p) is
below S. Similarly U(p) = 0 amounts to say that the graph of the function
f(·, p) is above S. For a pair (p−, p+), the sum L(p−) + U(p+) measures the
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quality of the framing of the set S by the graphs of the functions f(·, p−) and
f(·, p+), in the following sense. If a pair (p−, p+) satisfies
L(p−) + U(p+) ≤ 2 (14)
with  ≥ 0, then one has
f(xi, p
−)−  ≤ yi ≤ f(xi, p+) +  , i = 1 · · ·n (15)
For  = 0, the constraint (10) is satisfied and we shall say that the frame is
exact. For  > 0, we shall say that the frame is -approximate. In practice, one
may be satisfied by an -approximate frame, provided that  is small enough.
For a given  > 0, one looks for the best -approximate frames minimizing the
function D, given by pairs (p?−, p?+) ∈ P 2 such that D(p?−, p?+) = D? where
D? := min{D(p−, p+) ; L(p−) + U(p+) ≤ 2 , ; (p−, p+) ∈ P 2}. (16)
This is again a non-linear constrained optimization problem, that can be ad-
dressed with a penalty method, or with Karush-Kuhn-Tucker multipliers [51]
(for this non-linear constraint, one may have also to deal with constraints qual-
ification even when the set P is described by a set of independent inequality
constraints). Due to the particular structure of the problem, we propose a
slightly different approach considering a multiplicative parameter of the cost
and not of the constraint, as it is usually made. This brings some properties,
as it will be shown in next Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, on which our method
relies. Indeed, this approach brings also some flexibility in his application, that
will be seen later in Section 3 and illustrated in Section 5. For a given positive
number γ, we then consider the criterion
J(p−, p+, γ) := L(p−) + U(p+) + γD(p−, p+) (17)
and associate the optimization problem
(Pγ) : J?(γ) := min{J(p−, p+, γ) ; (p−, p+) ∈ P 2}. (18)
Note that Pγ is an unconstrained problem, simpler to solve than problem (16),
and we shall consider it for different values of γ > 0. As the function J is
continuous w.r.t. (p−, p+) and P is a compact set, the minimum in J?(γ) exists
for any γ.
We consider now assumptions guaranteeing the existence of non trivial frames
of the data by functions in C. First, we assume that the class C is rich enough
to wrap all the data.
Assumption 2. There exists (p−, p+) ∈ P 2 such that (15) is fulfilled for  = 0.
We shall consider cases for which all the data do not belong exactly to the
graph of single function in C (otherwise the classical least-square method would
do the job, providing best pairs with p?− = p?+).
Assumption 3. There does not exist p ∈ P such that one has yi = f(xi, p) for
any i ∈ {1, · · · , n}.
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Let us first show that the optimization problem (18) generalizes the classical
least-square method in the following way. Denote the classical least-square
criterion by
JLS(p) :=
n∑
i=1
(
yi − f(xi, p)
)2
and define the number
J?LS := min{JLS(p) ; p ∈ P}.
Lemma 1. Under Assumptions (1)-(2)-(3), one has
lim
γ→+∞ J
?(γ) = J?LS . (19)
Proof. Notice that γ 7→ J?(γ) is non decreasing, as the family of functions
(J(·, ·, γ)) is non-decreasing w.r.t. γ, and is bounded from above by J?LS . There-
fore the limit of J?(γ) when γ tends to +∞ exists.
Consider a sequence of optimal pairs (p?−n , p
?+
n ) for γ = n. As P is compact,
the sequence converges when n → +∞, up to a sub-sequence, to a certain
(p?−∞ , p
?+
∞ ) ∈ P 2 such that J(p?−∞ , p?+∞ ,∞) = limγ→+∞ J?(γ). This implies that
one has necessarily D(p?−∞ , p
?+
∞ ) = 0, that is f(xi, p
?−
∞ ) = f(xi, p
?+
∞ ) for any
i = 1 · · ·n. Consequently, one has J(p?−∞ , p?+∞ ,∞) ≥ J?LS and we obtain that
equality (19) is verified.
Remark 2. It may happen that the data set S is too poor or that the class C is
over-parameterized. We shall say that S is rich enough for C when the property
{f(xi, pa) = f(xi, pb) ; i = 1 · · ·n} ⇒ pa = pb (20)
is fulfilled (which amounts to require the model {y = f(x, p); p ∈ P} to be
identifiable). Under this last condition, any converging sequence of optimal pairs
(p?−n , p
?+
n ) for γn satisfies p
?−
∞ = p
?+
∞ , i.e. the optimal frames converge when
γ → +∞ to single curves, solutions of the least-square optimization.
We give now properties on which the method we propose to obtain functional
framing is based.
Proposition 1. Under Assumptions 1-2-3, consider for any  > 0 the set
Γ := {γ ≥ 0 ; Q 6= ∅} (21)
where
Q(γ) :=
{
(p−, p+) ∈ P 2 ; J?(γ) = J(p−, p+, γ) , L(p−) + U(p+) ≤ 2} . (22)
Then, the following properties are satisfied for any  > 0.
1. Γ is a closed interval [0, γ
?
 ] with 0 < γ
?
 < +∞.
2. For any pair (p?−, p?+) in Q(γ? ), one has
D(p?−, p?+) ≤ D(p−, p+), ∀(p−, p+) ∈ Q(γ), ∀γ < γ? .
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3. For any pair (p?−, p?+) in Q(γ? ), one has the estimate
D(p?−, p?+)−D? ≤
2 − L(p?−)− U(p?+)
γ?
. (23)
Moreover, if there exists an unique pair (p?−, p?+) realizing the mini-
mum of J(p−, p+, γ) among (p−, p+) in P 2, then one has necessarily
D(p?−, p?+) = D? with L(p
?−) + U(p?+) = 2.
Proof. Let γ1, γ2 be two positive numbers with γ1 < γ2. Consider pairs (p
−
1 , p
+
1 ),
(p−2 , p
+
2 ) such that J
?(γ1) = J(p
−
1 , p
+
1 , γ1) and J
?(γ2) = J(p
−
2 , p
+
2 , γ2). One can
write
J?(γ2) = J(p
−
2 , p
+
2 , γ2) ≤ J(p−1 , p+1 , γ2)
= J?(γ1) + (γ2 − γ1)D(p−1 , p+1 )
≤ J(p−2 , p+2 , γ1) + (γ2 − γ1)D(p−1 , p+1 )
from which one obtains
J(p−2 , p
+
2 , γ2)− J(p−2 , p+2 , γ1) ≤ (γ2 − γ1)D(p−1 , p+1 )
or equivalently
(γ2 − γ1)D(p−2 , p+2 ) ≤ (γ2 − γ1)D(p−1 , p+1 ).
This shows the following property
γ1 < γ2
J?(γ1) = J(p
−
1 , p
+
1 , γ1)
J?(γ2) = J(p
−
2 , p
+
2 , γ2)
⇒ D(p−1 , p+1 ) ≥ D(p−2 , p+2 ) (24)
that shall be useful in the following.
For convenience, let us define the sub-sets
Q := {(p−, p+) ∈ P 2 ; L(p−) + U(p+) ≤ 2}.
Thanks to Assumptions 1 and 2, Q is a non-empty compact set for any non-
negative  (including 0). Then the numbers
D? := min{D(p−, p+) ; (p−, p+) ∈ Q}
are well defined. Moreover, by Assumption 3, D? is positive for any  ≥ 0.
1. We begin by showing that for any  > 0, the set Γ contains at least one
positive element. For any  > 0, consider γ = 2/D?0 and (p
−
0 , p
+
0 ) ∈ Q0 (i.e.
such that D(p−0 , p
+
0 ) = D
?
0). One has
J?(γ) ≤ J(p−0 , p+0 , γ) = γD?0 = 2
and any pair (p−, p+) realizing J?(γ) verifies then
L(p−) + U(p+) + γD(p−, p+) ≤  ⇒ L(p−) + U(p+) ≤ 2
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that is (p−, p+) ∈ Q(γ), from which we deduce that γ belongs to Γ.
We show now that Γ is an interval containing 0. Let γ > 0 belonging to Γ
and (p−, p+) a pair realizing J?(γ) with L(p−) + U(p+) ≤ 2. Take γ′ ∈ [0, γ)
and let (p′−, p′+) be a pair realizing J?(γ′). One can write
J?(γ′) = L(p′−) + U(p′+) + γ′D(p′−, p′+) ≤ L(p−) + U(p+) + γ′D(p−, p+)
≤ 2 + γ′D(p−, p+)
or equivalently
L(p′−) + U(p′+) ≤ 2 + γ′(D(p−, p+)−D(p′−, p′+)).
From property (24), we have D(p−, p+) ≤ D(p−′, p+′), which demonstrates that
the pair (p−′, p+′) belongs to Q(γ′), that is γ′ belongs to Γ.
Now we show that the upper bound γ? = sup Γ belongs to Γ. Let γn be
an increasing sequence converging to γ? and (p
−
n , p
+
n ) a sequence of pairs in Q
realizing J∗(γn). For any (p−, p+) ∈ P 2, one has
J(p−n , p
+
n , γn) ≤ J(p−, p+, γn), ∀n.
As Q is a compact set, there exists a sub-sequence, also noted (p
−
n , p
+
n ), which
converges to a certain (p?−, p?+) in Q. By continuity of the function J , one
obtains that the inequality
J(p?−, p?+, γ? ) ≤ J(p−, p+, γ? )
is fulfilled for any (p−, p+) ∈ P 2, which shows that the pair (p?−, p?+) realizes
J(γ? ), and thus γ
?
 belongs to Γ. This proves the point 1.
2. The point 2. is a direct consequence of the property (24).
3. Consider a pair (p− , p
+
 ) in P
2 such that D(p− , p
+
 ) = D
?
 . One has then
J?(γ? ) ≤ J(p− , p+ , γ? ) = 2 + γ?D?
Therefore, any pair (p?−, p?+) in Q(γ? ) verifies
L(p?−) + U(p?+) + γ?D(p
?−, p?+) ≤ 2 + γ?D?
or equivalently the inequality (23).
Take a decreasing sequence γn converging to γ
?
 , and pairs (p
−
n , p
+
n ) in P
2
such that J?(γn) = J(p
−
n , p
+
n , γn) for any n. One has necessarily L(p
−
n ) +
U(p+n ) >  and can write
J?(γn) = L(p
−
n ) + U(p
+
n ) + γnD(p
−
n , p
+
n ) ≤ J(p− , p+ , γn) ≤ 2 + γnD?
or equivalently
γn(D(p
−
n , p
+
n )−D? ) ≤ 2 − (L(p−n ) + U(p+n )) < 0.
Therefore, one has D(p−n , p
+
n ) < D
?
 for any n. Consider a sub-sequence of
(p−n , p
+
n ) converging to a certain (p
?−, p?+). It necessarily satisfies L(p?−) +
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U(p?−) ≥ 2 and D(p?−, p?+) ≤ D? by continuity of the functions L, U and D.
As previously, one can show that (p?−, p?+) is a maximizer of J?(γ? ). As we
know that there exists a maximizer of J?(γ? ) in Q, we deduce that when the
maximizer of J?(γ? ) is unique, it has to verify L(p
?−) + U(p?−) = 2 and by
property (23), its has also to realize D(p?−, p?+) = D? .
The properties of the set Γ given in Proposition (1) leads to the following
method for the search of tight -approximate frames.
Proposition 2. Consider that Assumptions 1-2-3 are fulfilled. Take  > 0 such
that  <
J?LS√
nM
), where M := maxi=1···n maxp∈P |yi − f(p, xi)|, and define the
number
γ¯ =
1
2
J?LS
J?LS −
√
nM
(25)
Then the procedure of a dichotomy search
Algorithm 1 Estimation of γ?
Require: n > 1
1: γ− ← 0, γ+ ← γ¯
2: for k = 1 · · ·n do
3: γ ← γ−+γ+2
4: let p−, p+ be such that J(p−, p+, γ) = J?(γ)
5: if L(p−) + U(p+) > 2 then
6: γ+ ← γ
7: else
8: γ− ← γ
9: end if
10: end for
11: return γ−, γ+
provides an estimation of γ? ∈ [γ−, γ+] with γ+ − γ− < 2−nγ¯.
Proof. Let us show that γ¯ is an upper bound of the number γ
?
 given by Propo-
sition (1). Remark first that having p− = p+ = p gives J(p, p, γ) = JLS(p)
whatever is γ. Let p˜ be a solution of the least-square fitting, that is p˜ satisfying
JLS(p˜) = J
?
LS . As S does not belong to the graph of a single function in C
(Assumption 3), one has J?LS > 0. Let γ ∈ Γ and (p−, p+) ∈ Q(γ). One can
write
J?LS = J(p˜, p˜, γ) ≥ J?(γ) = J(p−, p+, γ)
≥ γD(p−, p+)
= γ
n∑
i=1
( (
f(xi, p
+)− yi
)
+
(
yi − f(xi, p−)
) )2
= γ
n∑
i=1
(
yi − f(xi, p+)
)2
+
(
yi − f(xi, p−)
)2
+2
(
f(xi, p
+)− yi
) (
yi − f(xi, p−)
)
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and thus
J?LS ≥ γ
(
JLS(p
−) + JLS(p+)
)
+2γ
n∑
i=1
(
f(xi, p
+)− yi
) (
yi − f(xi, p−)
)
≥ 2γ
(
J?LS +
n∑
i=1
(
f(xi, p
+)− yi
) (
yi − f(xi, p−)
) )
.
In this last summation, consider the subset I of indices i for which(
f(xi, p
+)− yi
) (
yi − f(xi, p−)
)
< 0.
For i ∈ I, let ηi = max(yi − f(xi, p+), 0) + max(f(xi, p−) − yi, 0) and one has
then (
f(xi, p
+)− yi
) (
yi − f(xi, p−)
)
> −Mηi
where the numbers ηi satisfy
∑
i∈I η
2
i ≤ 2. One obtains then the lower bound
n∑
i=1
(
f(xi, p
+)− yi
) (
yi − f(xi, p−)
) ≥ −M∑
i∈I
ηi ≥ −M
√
n
from which one deduces that the number γ has to satisfy the inequality
J?LS ≥ 2γ(J?LS −
√
nM)
or equivalently γ ≤ γ¯.
Finally, due to the property of Γ being an interval [0, γ
?
 ] (cf Proposition 1),
the dichotomous algorithm 1 converges to γ? with a guaranteed lower bound at
any iteration step.
Our method consists then in an iteration of the unconstrained problem Pγ
for different positive values of γ to obtain an approximation of γ? , accordingly to
Proposition 2. Note that Proposition 1 guarantees the positivity of γ? only when
 is positive. Our method is thus fundamentally based on -approximate frames
(for  = 0, one may have γ?0 = 0 and all frames realize J
?(0) = 0). In practice,
for a small positive value of , the algorithm starts with an upper bound γ¯ close
to 1/2 and a few iterations are enough to obtain an accurate approximation of
the value of γ? for a reasonably small value of . For this approximate value of
γ? , one then gets from the optimization problem Pγ? a maximizer (p?−, p?+).
If L(p?−) + U(p?+) = 2, then the frame is optimal (i.e. D(p?−, p?+) = D? ),
accordingly to Proposition 1. If the optimal solution of Pγ? is not unique, one
may have L(p?−) +U(p?+) < 2 but expression (23) of Proposition 1 gives then
an estimation of its sub-optimality. Note that the method is robust with respect
to the performances of the optimization technique used to solve the problem Pγ
or the choice of the number of iterations in the algorithm. If it provides a sub-
optimal solution (for the value of D(·)), it always generate an -approximate
frame. We shall see on concrete cases in Section 5 that this method turns out
to be fast and efficient, with a simple implementation.
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Remark 3. For any pair (p−, p+) in Q(γ? ), we can also measure the width
of the frame by the area delimited by the graphs of the functions f(·, p+) and
f(·, p−):
A(p−, p+) :=
∫ maxi xi
mini xi
(
f(x, p+)− f(x, p−)) dx. (26)
This allows one to associate to the class of functions C an ”adequacy” value
V(C) := min
{
A(p−, p+) ; (p−, p+) ∈ Q(γ? )
}
and to compare the adequacy of each class. For two classes C1, C2 of functions,
we shall say that C1 gives a better -approximate framing of the set S than the
class C2 when one has V(C1) < V(C2). This will be illustrated in Section 5.
3 Extensions of the method
The extensions we present here bring some additional flexibility to the method,
in terms of choice of the class of functions and width of frames. For simplicity
of the presentation, we have not incorporated them in the presentation of the
overall method. Both extensions are illustrated in Section 5.
3.1 Framing with different upper and lower classes
There is no a priori reason to impose that upper and lower functions in the
frame (10) are sought among the same class of functions. Typically, one may
face growth inhibition or not, depending on the experiments. One can then
choose a family of uninhibited growth models for the upper class, and inhibited
ones for the lower class (this is illustrated in Section 5 with Monod and Haldane
functions). Therefore, we can consider without loss of generality two classes
C− :=
⋃
p∈P−
{f−(·, p) : R 7→ R} , C+ :=
⋃
p∈P+
{f+(·, p) : R 7→ R}
instead of the single class C considered in (9). Here, P− and P+ are two subsets
of Rm− and Rm+ , such that Assumption 1 is fulfilled for P−, f−, and P+, f+.
The dimension m− is not necessarily equal to m+. In Section 5, we shall see
that this allows one to consider less parameters altogether.
In short, we do not give here the corresponding assumptions and statement,
as it simply consists in replacing P × P by P− × P+ in Assumption 2 and
Propositions 1, 2 of Section 2. We shall also consider that Assumption 3 is
verified for both P− and P+.
3.2 Relaxing with one or more points out of the frame
In practice, the frames provided by Proposition 1 might be too conservative as it
considers all the experimental data. Practitioners might want to have tightened
bounds, allowing to have one or several points unwrapped. They could of course
choose themselves which point(s) to be withdrawn and relaunch the method on
a smaller data set. We show here how to extend in a simple way the method
to have this done in a systematic way, i.e. as an automatic method choosing
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which data point(s) can be forgotten to obtain tightened bounds, depending on
the maximal number of points that one accepts to be unwrapped. The idea of
relaxing with one or more points out of the frame has been also considered in
algorithms such as GOMNE [20] (see also Section 6.3.3 in [18]).
Let j ∈ {1, · · · , n − 1} and denote by Ijn the set of subsets I ⊂ {1, · · · , n}
with card I ≤ j. As an extension of the optimization problem (16) considered
in Section 2, we consider the family of problems for j = 1 · · ·n− 1
D?j := min
{
DI(p−, p+) ; LI(p−) + U I(p+) ≤ 2 , (p−, p+) ∈ P 2 , I ∈ Ijn
}
where
DI(p−, p+) :=
∑
i/∈I
(
f(xi, p
+)− f(xi, p−)
)2
and
LI(p) :=
∑
i/∈I
min(yi − f(xi, p), 0)2, U I(p) :=
∑
i/∈I
max(yi − f(xi, p), 0)2.
When n is large, these are computationally heavy problems, due to the combi-
natorics of Ijn. Instead, we propose to simply relax the constraint (14) by
∃I ∈ Ijn , LI(p−) + U I(p+) ≤ 2 (27)
while keeping the same criterion (18) defined with all i ∈ {1 · · ·n}. We then
look for the largest γ such that a solution (p−j , p
+
j ) of problem Pγ satisfies the
constraint (27) for a given j > 0. Of course, this optimization problem does not
guarantee that the pair (p−j , p
+
j ) provides the minimal value of D
?j
 , differently
to what is proved in Proposition 1 for the set Q(γ
?
 ). However, we shall see that
this is a simple and effective method to obtain tight frames excluding j data
points (although non-optimal). This leads to the Algorithm 2 below (simply
adding the step 5 below).
Algorithm 2 Estimation of γ? with j unwrapped points
Require: n > 1
1: γ− ← 0, γ+ ← γ¯
2: for k = 1 · · ·n do
3: γ ← γ−+γ+2
4: let p−, p+ be such that J(p−, p+, γ) = J?(γ)
5: remove the j largest terms in the summation L(p−) + U(p+)
6: if L(p−) + U(p+) > 2 then
7: γ+ ← γ
8: else
9: γ− ← γ
10: end if
11: end for
12: return γ−, γ+
Then pairs (p−j , p
+
j ) obtained with j unwrapped points provide then a sensitivity
of the framing with respect to the number of unwrapped points. Typically, one
may choose the number j of unwrapped points depending on the gain on the
value D(p−j , p
+
j ) which measures the frame width. This will be illustrated in
Section 5.
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4 Application to the framing of growth curves
The knowledge of the growth functions is very useful in microbiology to predict
the evolution of micro-organisms and the performances of the bioprocesses, with
models such as (6): {
x˙ = µ(s)x−Dx
s˙ = − 1rµ(s)x+D(sin − s)
(28)
where x and s stand here for the biomass and substrate concentrations, respec-
tively. Typically, experiments to determine the unknown growth function µ(·)
are drawn as follows.
- either in batch culture i.e. with D = 0. Experiments consist in choos-
ing different values si of initial substrate concentration s(0) = si and
computing the value µi =
d
dt ln(x(t))|t=0, measuring the time variation of
x(·). Data points (si, µi) are then expected to belong to the graph of the
unknown function µ(·).
- either in continuous culture i.e. with D > 0 (assumed to be constant or
slowly varying). Experiments consist in choosing different values Di of D
and wait the system to be at a quasi-steady state (x?, s?). Then, the data
point (si, µi) = (s
?, Di) is expected to belong to the graph of the unknown
function µ(·).
While the chemostat experiments are quite time-consuming (but various experi-
ments conducted in the past under different conditions can be collected together,
which is in the spirit of the present approach), batch cultures can be easily per-
formed in microwell plate with automatic measurements, so that a reasonably
rich data set can be acquired. With the set of data points (si, µi), one usually
conducts a non-linear regression to adjust the parameters of a growth model
with least-square criterion [50], such as for instance the Monod growth function
(8), or the Haldane one
µ(s) =
µˆs
K + s+ s2/Ki
. (29)
describing the effect of growth inhibition for large concentrations of substrate.
However, it has been underlined that the usual R-squared determination co-
efficient is not appropriate to measure the quality of the adjustment in this
non-linearity context [48]. More importantly, reproducibility and environmen-
tal fluctuations (such as pH, temperature, light...) from one experiment to
another one are common issues in microbiology.
Here, we shall consider that the experiments have been sufficiently numerous
to have faced the various possible kinds of fluctuations, so that future utilization
of the micro-organisms might be subject to similar fluctuations or combinations
of them occurring at various unknown times (this hypothesis is important to
justify the framing approach, that we illustrate on synthetic data in the next
section).
Let us now show how one can use the lower and upper functions µ−(·), µ+(·)
to obtain guaranteed predictions of x(·) and s(·). Assume that yield coefficient
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r, dilution rate D (possibly time-varying) and initial condition (x0, s0) of model
(28) are known. Then, one can easily show that the variable z(t) = x(t) + rs(t)
is solution of z˙ = D(rsin − z). Therefore, one has
z(t) = rsin + (x0 + rs0 − rsin)e−Dt, t ≥ 0. (30)
We distinguish now the predictions of x(t) and s(t).
1. Prediction of x(t). From s(t) = 1r (z(t) − x(t)), one obtains that x(·) is
solution of the (non-autonomous) scalar differential equation:
x˙ = µ
(
1
r (z(t)− x)
)
x−Dx
Then, following [56, Th. VIII, p. 95], a frame x−(t) ≤ x(t) ≤ x+(t) is
obtained for any t ≥ 0 when x−(·), x+(·) are solutions of{
x˙− = µ−
(
1
r (z(t)− x−)
)
x− −Dx−, x−(0) = x0
x˙+ = µ+
(
max
(
1
r (z(t)− x+), 0
))
x+ −Dx+, x+(0) = x0
(31)
2. Prediction of s(t). Similarly, one has x(t) = z(t)− rs(t) and s(·) solution
of the scalar dynamics
s˙ = − 1rµ(s)(z(t)− rs(t)) +D(sin − s)
which gives a frame s−(t) ≤ s(t) ≤ s+(t) where s−(·), s+(·) are solutions
of {
s˙− = − 1rµ+(s−)(z(t)− rs−) +D(sin − s−), s−(0) = s0
s˙+ = − 1rµ−(s+) max (z(t)− rs+, 0) +D(sin − s+), s−(0) = s0
(32)
Remark that uncertainties on the initial condition (x0, s0) ∈ [x−0 , x+0 ] ×
[s−0 , s
+
0 ] can be also incorporated in the framing, considering
z−(t) = rsin + (x−0 + rs
−
0 − rsin)e−Dt, z+(t) = rsin + (x+0 + rs+0 − rsin)e−Dt
instead of z(t) in systems (31)-(32) and initialization x−(0) = x−0 , x
+(0) = x+0 ,
s−(0) = s−0 , s
+(0) = s+0 .
5 Numerical illustrations
In this section, we test the framing method on numerical data and illustrate
on synthetic data (for which the fluctuating trajectories are known) how the
method provides state estimation with guaranteed intervals. We proceed as
follows.
1. We first generate a set of growth curves µ, by random sampling in the
class of Monod (8) or Haldane (29) functions, accordingly to uniform dis-
tributions of their parameters on given intervals. This provides a random
set R of parameters. Each curve represents the growth in a plausible
environment.
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2. For each growth curve µ, we generate a sequence of points (si, µi)i where
(si)i is a random increasing sequence (with given bounds between two
consecutive elements), and µi is the value µ(si) corrupted by a bounded
uniform noise. The sequence (si, µi)i represents a plausible set of measure-
ments of an experiment in a fixed environment. Besides, we have added
a small number of outliers that could represent measurement errors as
this can happens punctually in biology. Outliers have been generated by
uniform drawing outside the amplitude of considered noises. Gathering
the sequences of points for all the generated curves provides a set S of
”synthetic” data.
3. We apply our framing method to the data set S for determining the best
lower and upper functions µ−(·), µ+(·) for a given  accuracy (cf Propo-
sition 1), with  small.
4. We use the functions µ−(·), µ+(·) to compute time varying intervals
[x−(·), x+(·)], [s−(·), s+(·)] for the concentrations x(·), s(·), as solutions of
equations (30)-(31)-(32).
5. We simulate the dynamical model (28) where the function µ(·) changes
at random times following an exponential distribution. At each of these
times, the function µ is drawn uniformly among functions (8) or (29) with
parameters within R. This represents plausible changes in environments
with time. We then compare (in the transients) the solution x(·), s(·) with
the lower and upper estimates provided in the previous step.
We have also computed the average growth function (provided by the clas-
sical least squares method) and its corresponding trajectory to appreciate its
position within the intervals. The optimization problem Pγ has been solved nu-
merically with the fmincon function of Matlab software (without constraint).
The bounds for the search of pairs (p−, p+) have been chosen
- for the Monod expression: with µmax ∈ [0.2, 2], Ks ∈ [0, 0.2], while the
generated curves have been drawn within µmax ∈ [0.1, 1.8] and Ks ∈
[0.1, 0.2],
- for the Haldane expression: with µ¯ ∈ [0.2, 2], K ∈ [0, 0.2], Ki ∈ [0, 6], while
the generated curves have been drawn within µ¯ ∈ [0.1, 1.8], Ks ∈ [0.1, 0.2]
and Ki ∈ [0, 10].
The maximal amplitude of noise has been chosen to be equal to 10% of the
measurement value, and outliers have been generated within an interval three
times larger. Ouliers represent 10% of the data. For the simulations of random
times of changes of the growth function, the rate parameter of the exponential
distribution has been chosen to be 10 times the time horizon. The algorithm of
Proposition 2 has been performed for  = 10−3, starting with an upper bound
γ+ = 1/2. Twenty iterations were more than enough to obtain a tight framing
( = 10−6 with 40 iterations have tested and have given very similar results).
5.1 Example of a batch process
We have generated randomly ten growth curves (see Fig. 1, left) and one hundred
data corrupted with noise (see Fig. 1-right).
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Figure 1: Growth curves randomly generated (left) and random data points
(si, µi) corrupted with noise (right).
We have wrapped all the data points among the class of Monod functions,
using the method exposed in Section 2, which gives the functions µ−, µ+ whose
graphs are depicted on Fig. 2-left. In addition, the graph of the growth curve
µ¯ determined by the usual least-square method is plotted in dashed line. To
t
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Figure 2: Wrapping of the data (left) and dynamical simulation (right).
show the convergence of the method, Fig. 3 depicts the frames obtained for γ+
at each iteration of Algorithm 1 of Proposition 2 (remind that γ+ represents an
”inner” estimation of the frame). One can see that the frame obtained at the
first iteration is close to the least-square solution (in accordance with Lemma
1), and the frames are almost identical after only 12 iterations. Indeed, we
found that it is enough to stop the algorithm when the upper estimate γ+ gives
a solution (p−, p+) of problem Pγ+ with D(p−, p+) close to 2.
We have then simulated a trajectory of the model (28) in batch mode (i.e.
for D = 0) with a growth µ(·) changing randomly with time, along with the
solutions of the frame dynamics (31)-(32) (see Fig. 2-right). The value of the
yield coefficient r has been kept equal to 0.1. One can notice that the trajec-
tory provided by the average growth µ¯ (in dashed line) is not centered in the
trajectories frame. This is due to the non-linearity of the dynamics. This shows
the interest of the information provided by the guaranteed interval approach,
differently to confidence intervals of the least-square method that are centered
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Figure 3: Convergence of the method. Functions µ−k , µ
+
k are obtained with
pairs (p−k , p
+
k ) solutions of problem Pγ+ at the k-th iteration of Algorithm 1.
on the trajectory generated by the average growth.
One may want to relax the growth frame considering that some data points
are potentially outliers. For this purpose, we have applied the extension of the
method presented in Section 3 for different values of j, the number of unwrapped
points. On Fig. 4, one can observe the reduction obtained on the value of
D(p?−j , p
?+
j ) with the pair (p
?−
j , p
?+
j ) provided by Algorithm 2 for j unwrapped
points (remind that D(p?−j , p
?+
j ) is a measure of the frame width). This gives
insights on the geometrical distribution of the data points. For this data set, it
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j: number of unwrapped points
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of D(p?−j , p
?+
j ) (where (p
?−
j , p
?+
j ) is given by Algorithm 2)
with respect of the number j of data points allowed to be unwrapped.
can be seen that withdrawing only three points (among one hundred) reduces
significantly the frame width. Indeed, the algorithm gave the same sequence of
frames as shown in Fig. 3 up to the ninth iteration, which provides a frame that
excludes exactly three data points, represented in Fig. 5-left. In Fig. 5-right one
can appreciate the shrinking of the trajectories frame in the transients.
Guaranteed estimations of transients are of primer importance in industrial
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Figure 5: Data wrapping (left) and corresponding simulation (right) allowing
three data points to be out of the frame.
applications. In the batch process, the asymptotic value of the biomass x is
known, equal to x∞ = x0+rs0 according to (30), but guaranteed intervals allow
to estimate the time necessary to reach a given level of production xl < x∞.
We have also tested the method on a data set with a limited number of
experimental points. On Fig. 6-left, data has been generated from three possible
curves with a total of ten measurements. The wrapping obtained with all data
is depicted in red, and in green when excluding one data point. On Fig. 6-right,
one can see a dynamical simulation of the system, with the frames obtained
with the two different wrappings. Although the green wrapping is quite close
to the red one, the true trajectory of the system does not belong to the frame
generated by the green wrapping. Indeed, when there are few points, it is
more likely to obtain a growth curve that lies on the boundary of the set of
experimental points, and then the frame is less robust to the relaxation with
unwrapped points. Notice that in this case, the least-square estimation is quite
far from the true trajectory (and also far from the center of the intervals). This
example shows the possible limitations of the method with small data sets: the
frame obtained with all the data does always contain the true trajectory but
could be quite conservative, and relaxed ones could be unsatisfactory.
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Figure 6: Data wrapping (left) and simulation (right) with only ten experimental
data points (in red: with all the data; in green: with exclusion of one point.
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5.2 Example of a continuous process
We have generated another set of random growth curves and random data (see
Fig. 7).
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Figure 7: Growth curves randomly generated (left) and random data points
(si, µi) corrupted with noise (right).
As previously, we have wrapped all the data points in between the graphs of
two functions µ−, µ+ among the class of Monod growth functions, depicted on
Fig. 8-left (the average growth determined by the least-square criterion is plotted
in dashed line). We have then considered the model (28) in continuous mode
for the input parameters D = 0.7 and sin = 4 (with the same yield coefficient
r = 0.1). Fig. 8-right shows a trajectory for a growth µ(·) changing randomly
with time, lying inside the guaranteed time-varying intervals computed with the
functions µ−, µ+.
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Figure 8: Wrapping with Monod growth functions (left) and associated dynam-
ical simulation (right)
To illustrate the flexibility of the method presented in Section 3, we have also
looked for lower functions µ− in the class of Haldane functions (29), allowing
thus non-monotonic growth curves (see Fig. 9). The area criterion (26) gives an
improvement of the fitting (2.66 instead of 3.01). However, this does not reduce
too much the trajectories frame as this concerns only small values of s (see
Fig. 10-right). Also, we have applied the extension of the method (Algorithm 2)
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Figure 9: Convergence of the method. Functions µ−k , µ
+
k are obtained with
pairs (p−k , p
+
k ) solutions of problem Pγ+ at the k-th iteration of Algorithm 1.
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Figure 10: Wrapping with Monod and Haldane growth functions (left) and
associated simulation (right)
allowing some data points to be unwrapped. Fig. 11 gives insights on the data
and shows how many points need to be withdrawn to obtain tighter frames. For
height unwrapped data points, one can observe a significant shrinking of the
growth frame (see Fig. 12-left) as well as the trajectories frame in the transients
(see Fig. 12-right). Here also, one can see that the framing method is a relevant
tool to obtain safe transients estimates, while the use of the least-square method
is more questionable in the context of unpredictable variations.
Of course, better trajectories frames could be obtained when on-line mea-
surements are available, using ”interval observers” as recalled in the introduc-
tion. To illustrate the use of the growth framing in such a context, we have
considered a situation where the substrate concentration alone is measured in
the output flow rate of the reactor and the initial biomass is unknown (assuming
that a rough interval could be provided). Fig. 13 shows simulations of the inter-
val observer proposed in [45] with the same trajectory as previously simulated,
with and without measurement noise. This shows the interest of having dy-
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Figure 11: Sensitivity of D(p?−j , p
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j ) (where (p
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j ) is given by Algorithm
2) with respect of the number j of data points allowed to be unwrapped.
Figure 12: Data wrapping (left) and corresponding simulation (right) allowing
height data points to be out of the frame.
namic measurements, in particular, to estimate with accuracy the final biomass
production.
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Figure 13: Bounds on the biomass concentration obtained with the observer
proposed in [45] with gains G1 = 1, G2 = −10 without measurement noise (left)
and with a 10% uniform noise (right).
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6 Illustration on real data
In this section, we apply our method on real data obtained from laboratory
experiments. The experiments were conducted in batch microalgae cultures of
40ml working volume at fixed initial conditions of substrate s0 and biomass x0,
under a fixed temperature of 25◦C and under different pH conditions (from 6
to 9). The biomass was tracked daily, either by optical density (at 650nm) or
by fluorescence (EX 450nm, EM 680nm), and then converted into carbon unit,
while the substrate TAN (Total Ammonia Nitrogen) concentrations were mea-
sured with a spectro-photometric test kit. This experimental procedure allowed
to test a significant number of growth rates depending on the chosen initial
condition of s(0) = si (for a set of values si) while x0 was kept constant. The
growth rates have been estimated by the determination of the slopes of t log x(t)
at initial time, from the measure of the variation of x(.) during the time pe-
riod 0 to 48h. The data set comprises 88 data points obtained by aggregating
the results of different series of experiments carried out on the same microal-
gae species (Chlorella sorokiniana) under different ranges of TAN [23], with
replicates. The yield factor r was determined from the available data of both
substrate and biomass concentrations (sf , xf ) measured at the end of growth
with a few experiments, by the expression
xf−x0
s0−sf , providing a total of 37 data
points.
From the data analysis, we found that uncertainties appear to be within
both growth rates and yield factors, along the range of environmental conditions
and tested substrate concentrations. Thus, we propose a double application of
our framing method for the two data sets before exploiting the model with
intervals simulations in batch culture. For the micro-algae growth rates data
set, the fluctuations in measurements can be due to the different pH or to
measurement errors. We choose to apply our framing method using the class
of Monod functions (8) for the upper and lower bounds µ− and µ+. For yields
data set, uncertainties faced were common to low concentrations, which may be
explained by the presence of dissolved organic nitrogen (not measured in these
experiments) that can be consumed by micro-algae when the mineral nitrogen
s0 is depleted. From a quick glance at the data, we found the following class
of functions to be appropriate to wrap yield data: r(s) = −A ln(s) + B (with
parameters A and B such that r is positive on the domain of considered s) and
provide the upper and lower functions r− and r+.
To obtain guaranteed predictions of x(.) and s(.), we consider the model (28)
with the parameter D = 0 and with a variable yield r = r(s), that is
x˙ = µ(s)x
s˙ = −µ(s)x
r(s)
(33)
From equations (33), one has x˙+ r(s)s˙ = 0. Thus, we can write x˙ = −r(s)s˙ =
d
dtR(s(t)), where the function R is defined as follows:
R(s) =
∫ s
0
r(σ)dσ.
Note that R is an increasing function as long as r is positive. Therefore, the
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frame r−(·) ≤ r(·) ≤ r+(·) gives R−(s) ≤ R(s) ≤ R+(s).
Let z = R(s) + x, then one has z˙ = 0 and the parameter z is framed by
z− := R−(s0) + x0 ≤ z ≤ z+ := R+(s0) + x0 (34)
Applying Muller’s Theorem [40] on system (33), taking into consideration
that the frame on the function R(·) gives also the inequalities
z− −R+(s) ≤ x(t) ≤ z+ −R−(s),
leads to the following dynamics
x˙− = µ−(s−)x−, x−(0) = x0
x˙+ = µ+(s+)x+, x+(0) = x0
s˙− = −µ
+(s−)
r−(s−)
min
(
x+, z+ −R−(s−)) , s−(0) = s0
s˙+ = −µ
−(s+)
r+(s+)
max
(
x−, z− −R+(s+)) , s+(0) = s0
(35)
which ensures that the frames of s−(t) ≤ s(t) ≤ s+(t) and x−(t) ≤ x(t) ≤ x+(t)
are fulfilled.
Figure 14 shows the results when wrapping all the data. Due to the double
uncertainty on µ and r, the dynamical bounds are quite conservative. However,
allowing the method to select 70 % of the data shows a significant reduction
of the frame width in Fig. 15-down, compared to Fig. 14-down where 100 % of
data points are wrapped. Tables 1 and 2 gather all the corresponding parameters
estimates of the growth and yield functions respectively, where µˆ and rˆ were
obtained using the least square method and µ−, µ+ and r−, r+ by applying our
framing method. Finally, we have noticed that the dynamical data can break
the simulated boundaries when the method excludes more than 50 % of the data
points.
parameters µmax (d
−1) Ks (mgN.L−1) wrapped data points (%)
interval search [0, 5] [0, 10]
µˆ 0.90 0.34 100
µ− 0.65 5.55 100
µ+ 1.23 0.46 100
µ− 0.78 0.35 70
µ+ 1.11 0.46 70
Table 1: Parameters estimates for the growth function.
7 Conclusion and perspectives
We have proposed a geometrical method for the construction of functional
frames from experimental data points and applied it to microbial growths, which
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Figure 14: Wrapping 100% of data of micro-algae growth rates (left up) and
100% yields data (right up) and associated dynamical simulation in batch cul-
ture, along with data points (down).
parameters A B wrapped data points (%)
interval search [0, 100] [0, 200]
rˆ 5.14 26.71 100
r− 2.22 12.21 100
r+ 6.23 36.23 100
r− 3.26 17.03 70
r+ 6.30 34.29 70
Table 2: Parameters estimates for the yield function.
are often the major source of variability in bioprocesses for robust predictions.
Our approach consists in computing a sequence of simple unconstrained opti-
mization problems, allowing flexibility in the choice of upper and lower classes
of functions and the number of data points that could be unwrapped. Let us un-
derline that it does not consist in determining a set (or intervals) of parameters
values in a class of functions, but rather in wrapping the data in between the
graphs of two functions without requiring any particular shape of the unknown
growth function (that could moreover change with time). However, the growth
functions may depend on other variables, such as biomass concentration in the
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Figure 15: Wrapping 70% of data of micro-algae growth rates (left up) and 70%
yields data (right up) and associated dynamical simulation in batch culture,
along with data points (down).
Contois model, or could be multi-valued, such as in the Droop model where the
nutrient uptake function ρ(·) has to be identified concomitantly to the growth
rate function µ(·). Extensions of the method for these multi-valued contexts
might be the matter of a future work.
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